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PILSNER / LAGER
Weihenstephaner Original Lager (GER)

7.5

Stella Artois (BEL)

7.5

abv 5.1% rated perfect 100 by beer advocate 16.9oz
abv 5.0% light crisp, slightly sweet dry finish 16.9oz

Von Trapp Vienna Lager (VT)

abv 5.2% amber colored lager with subtle hops,
crisp finish with residual sweetness 16.9oz

*Cambridge Brewing Remain in Light (MA)

abv 5.0% a crisp hoppy pilsner with a balanced bitterness
to the finish 16.9oz

Radeberger Pilsner (GER)

abv 4.8% a golden pilsner with pleasant and subtle notes
of hop bitterness 16.9oz

Anchor Steam (CA)

abv 4.9% a classic amber lager from one of the
oldest breweries in the United States 16.9oz

*Jack’s Abby Hoponius Union (MA)

abv 6.5% Indian pale lager with tropical fruit and citrusy
hop aromas, pleasant bitterness on the finish 16.9oz

*Jack’s Abby House Lager (MA)

abv 5.2% a smooth golden lager, easy on the pallet,
made with an abundance of German malt 16.9oz

Bavik Pilsner (BEL)

abv 5.2% a crisp, clean, easy drinking German-style
pilsner 16.9oz

7.5

abv 5.3% light hops malt fruitiness very smooth 20oz
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*Exhibit A Goody Two Shoes (MA)

7.50

abv 5.5% malt rye and American hops with tropical and citrus notes
create a well balanced pale ale 20oz

*Mayflower Fresh Start (MA)

abv 5.0% hoppy ale with tropical fruit aromas, mild tartness and
a hint of spice 16oz

New Belgium Fat Tire Ale (CO)

abv 5.2% amber ale perfectly balances biscuit like malt flavors
with hoppy freshness 16oz

7.5
7.5

O’hara’s Irish Red Ale (IRE)

7.75

abv 5.0% a traditional Belgian wheat beer spiced with a
generous portion of coriander and curacao orange peel 13oz

Weihenstephaner Heffewiessbier (GER)
abv 5.4% German style wheat beer with notes of
banana and cloves and dry finish 20oz

Julius Echter Hefeweissbier (GER)

abv 5.5% an easy drinking wheat ale with notes of
banana and clove 20oz

Kronenbourg 1664 Blanc (FRA)

abv 5.0% a crisp refreshing Belgian style ale with
spicy notes of coriander and citrus 20oz
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*Ipswich Route 101 IPA (MA)

7.5

abv 5.9% classic English style IPA using hops and
malts grown in USA extremely balanced 20oz
abv 6.0% medium bodied IPA with prominent notes
of citrus and pine, crisp clean finish 20oz

*Wormtown Be Hoppy IPA (MA)

7.75

*Berkshire Brewing Inhopnito IPA (MA)

7.75

abv 6.5% citrus and floral spice aromas, medium body,
pleasant grapefruit bitterness with a clean dry finish 16oz
abv 6.2% classic American IPA with refreshing flavor, medium
bodied and bitterness, scents of canteloupe and citrus 20oz

New Belgium Citradelic IPA (CO)

7.5

Firestone Union Jack IPA (CA)

7.5

Founders Centennial IPA (MI)

7.5

abv 6.0% a medium-bodied citrus IPA, slightly sweet with a
clean finish, well-balanced bitterness 16oz

abv 7.2% a well-balanced American IPA with plenty of
hop character and sweet malty undertones 20oz

Victory Hop Devil IPA - Nitro (PA)

abv 6.7% smooth and creamy American hopped IPA
that features a full bodied finish fortified by German malts 20oz

7

PORTER / STOUT
abv 4.2% creamy roasted notes slightly bitter no hops 20oz

*Berkshire Brewing Coffee House Porter (MA)
abv 6.3% strong notes of coffee with mild sweetness,
roasted malt on finish 20oz

Left Hand Milk Stout (CO) - Nitro

7.75
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BELGIAN / FARMHOUSE
Chimay Tripel White (BEL)

9.75

The Lost Abbey Devotion Ale (CA)

6.75

Duchesse de Bourgogne (BEL)

9.75

abv 8% fruity touches of muscat and dried raisins 13oz

abv 6.2% a Flemish reddish-brown ale matured in
oak casks accented by sweet fruity notes 13oz

CIDERS
*Down East Cider (MA)

7.75

abv 5.1% four types of pressed apples unfiltered
gluten free 20oz

*Lookout Farm Farmhouse Blend (MA)
7.5

abv 5.0% locally produced cider with a semi-dry,
crisp clean finish 20oz

*Bantam Wunderkind (MA)

abv 6.0% bright and crisp local apples,
subtle honey blossom sweetness 20oz

BEER FLIGHTS
LOCAL FLIGHT	

8

IPA FLIGHT

8

Jack’s Abby House Lager - Downeast Cider
Cambridge Brewing Remain in Light Pilsner - Berkshire Brewing Porter
Ipswich Route 101 IPA - Harpoon IPA
Founders Centennial IPA - Wormtown Be Hoppy IPA

8.75

*Harpoon IPA (MA)

abv 6.3% a belgian blonde ale accented by subtle spices
with a pleasant, dry and bitter finish 13oz

HEFEWEIZEN’S / WHITE
Allagash White (ME)

abv 6.0% a bitter, moderately strong IPA that uses its clean,
supporting malt to showcase its hop character 16oz

7.5

abv 6.0% roasted malt and coffee flavors, creamy sweet stout 20oz

7.75

abv 4.3% smooth, malty caramel notes balanced
by pleasant bitterness 20oz

abv 7.8% New England style IPA produced with a blend of
six hop varietals, citrus and tropical fruit finish 13oz

Guinness Irish Dry Stout (IRE) - Nitro

Fullers ESB (UK)

abv 5.9% a full bodied ale with smooth, mellowed bitterness
balanced by soft malt toffee 20oz

*Lord Hobo Boom Sauce (MA)

abv 7.0% west coast style IPA, double dry-hopped to create
bold citrus flavors balanced by pale malt sweetness 16oz

*Wormtown Bottle Rocket (MA)

abv 4.5% a Kolsch style ale, light and crisp with
a biscuity finish 16.9oz

abv 6.5% a new age IPA with pleasant aromas of pine and citrus,
balanced by hop bitterness 20oz

*Mayflower Hoppy Prototype (MA)

ALE
*Berkshire Brewing Steel Rail
Xtra Pale Ale (MA)

*Castle Island Keeper IPA (MA)
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